The purpose of this paper is to investigate a certain type of complete filtered local rings, and to generalize well-known theorems in literature which are related to the structure theorem of complete local rings.
For any te N o the projection map P t : /->(/)* is a ring homomorphism of R ω onto J? f .
Let R be a ring with a filtration, that is a descending sequence of ideals R = q 0 2 & 2 Sg.3 such that qfl, S g i+i . If Πne^0?» = (0), then i? is separated for the topology induced by the filtration; furthermore, we can define an order function v on R such that v(a) = min {n | a £ q n+1 } if 0 Φ a e R = oo if and only if a -0 .
The sets R t , t e iV 0 , and iτί ω of formal power series over R are the sets R Nt and i2^( iNΓ) respectively. The (cartesian) product topology of R t and that of R ω are compatible with the ring structure of the power series rings. We shall call it the natural topology induced by the filtration {q n } of R, or the (q n )-natural topology. If q n = m n , n e N o , for some ideal m of R, then the induced natural topology on a power series ring is simply called the m-natural topology.
Let {Ui} be any sequence of positive integers % such that %-+oo as i-* oo, and A r -{feR ω | each nonzero monomial bx} ι xfr xi* of / satisfies that v(b) + Σi^i^ί % λ i ^ τ ) f°r eac h reN 0 . Then {^4 r } r6iVo forms a filtration of R ω and therefore induces a linear topology on R ω . We note that the linear topology is independent of the choice of the sequence {πj of positive integers n { such that n { -> co as i -> oo. In particular, we take the sequence {n^ such that w^ = i for every i, and for each r e N Q let i? r = {/ e R ω \ each nonzero mono-
Then it is not difficult to verify that the natural topology of R ω induced by the filtration of R is equivalent to the (# r )-topology; hence to the (A r )-topology for any sequence {wj of positive integers n { tending to oo. Consequently, the (g^-natural topology of each R t could be defined by the basis of neighborhoods {A t , r } of 0, where
If m is an ideal of R such that ΓineNo^7 1 = (0), then the m-natural topology of R t is equivalent to the (m, x l9 x 2 , , x^-adic topology, because the latter is obviously the (A tt r )-topology with respect to any sequence {wj of positive integers Ui tending to oo such that n t = n 2 ~ = n t = 1. In addition, if (R, m) is a local ring, then the m-natural topology of R t is identical with the natural topology of the local ring (R t 2Φ Local rings with noetherian fϊltrations* In this section we assume that every filtration {q n } of rings R is separated.
Let gr(i?) be the associated graded ring of a filtered ring R with respect to a filtration {q n }, k a subring of R, p the natural homomorphism of R to gr o (iu) = q Q /q 1 and σ the restriction of p to k. Then gr(ϋί) has a structure of fc-algebra if the product c x-for each cek and x egr(R) is defined as σ(c)x. Given 0 Φ aeR, the class of a in gr^iϋ) where i -v(a) is called the initial form of a and is denoted by α*. PROPOSITION 2. Let R be a ring with a filtration {q n }, k its subring and I -{1, 2, , j} for some j e iV(resp. / = N). Let S = {αj ίe/ be a set of elements of R such that v{ai) = n { > 0 for each i (resp. v(ai) = Ui > 0 and n ζ -> °° as i-> ©o). (1) as a dense subset. Regarding k as a subspace of k ω , let η be the khomomorphism of the fc-algebra k to R such that η{xι) = α* for every i, then η is a continuous ring homomorphism and can be extended uniquely to a continuous homomorphism u of k ω to ϋ? with respect to the (O)-natural topology of k ω . The proofs of this and (2) If R is a noether ring with a filtration {g w }, then the induced filtration {B n } on R ω1 where B n is defined by (*) in § 1, is a noetherian filtration. For if we let P n , n e N o , be the projection map of R ω to R n such that P n (f) = (f) n for each f e R ω and ^w the natural homomorphism of R n to RJ(R n ΓΊ S»+i), then ker (η n o P n ) = J? n+1 ; therefore R ω /B n+1 = RJ(R n Π -B w+1 ), which is a noetherian ring for every w. Moreover ΠneΛ 0 5 Λ = (0) by Theorem 1. DEFINITION 2. A set {αj i6 / of elements of a filtered ring i2 is called a formal system of generators for R, if the set {a*} ieI of the initial forms of α/s forms a minimal basis for the homogeneous ideal of Let {αj ίez be a formal system of generators for a ring R with a filtration {q n }.
According to Proposition 1 of [4, p. 9] , the set {a*} ieI is also a minimal set of generators for the gr o (jR)-algebra gr(iϋ). If k is a subring of R such that k + q 1 = Ry then the above conclusion is also true for gr(R) as a Λ-algebra.
We remark that if one formal system of generators for R is of the finite type (resp. countably infinite type), then so are all other formal systems of generators by virtue of the minimal condition imposed on the set of the initial forms of generators.
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The following proposition is easy to see. PROPOSITION Proof. The first part is evident from [12, p. 151, Th. 7] . Since each finite basis for the ideal gr^R) of the noetherian ring R/q i+ι is also a set of generators for gr^jβ) as a gr 0 (jβ)-module, ©^igr^i?) is a module generated by a countable number of homogeneous elements over gr o (i?); hence over gr(JS). This yields that all other formal systems of generators for R must be countable as we remarked previously. To verify the remaining part of the lemma, assume the contrary and let S -{ai} ieN be a formal system of generators such that v(a,i) Φ o° as ί --> oo, then there exists a te N o and an infinite subset {aj.e S\ie N and via,.) = ί} of S. Since {a*} ieN is a minimal basis for the ideal θ^igr^iϋ), the chain of ideals Proof. If g 2 = (0), then q\ = (0) and R/q 2 = R. Hence, R is a special noetherian local ring for the ft-adic topology which is discrete, and the theorem is identical with Theorem a. For the case ft Φ (0), the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 of [6] , in which we only need to replace each A* with q { and the A-adic topology with the (ft)-topology.
COROLLARY.
Let R be a special local ring with respect to a noetherian filtration {q n }. Then R, as a topological ring, is a homomorphic image of a power series ring in a finite or countably infinite number of indeterminates over a subring B of R such that B + q x = R and B f] ft = (0), where the power series ring is equipped with the (B Γ) q n )-natural topology.
Proof. The corollary can be proved by successive applications of Theorem 2, Lemma, the remark following Definition 2 and Proposition 2.
Generalizing I. S. Cohen's structure theorem of complete noetherian local rings for the natural topologies ( [5] ), Nagata proved that embedding of coefficient rings in separated complete nonnetherian local rings for the natural topologies is also possible ([8] ). A similar attempt to extend the embedding theorem to a wider class of complete local rings was made by Roquette ([10] ). He proved that a complete local ring (R, M) equipped with a Hausdorff linear topology, which is weaker than the natural topology, possesses a complete local subring (k, m) such that R = k + M. k is either a field or a v-ring according as R is equicharacteristic or not, and in the latter case the natural topology of k is equivalent to the topology induced on k as a subset of R ([10, p. 76, Satz 1]; [10, p. 86, § 1.4 
. (b)]). Applying
Roquette's theorem and our results so far, we can extend Theorem 9 and Theorem 12, both of [5] , and Theorem 14 of [11] as follows. consequently, α* = a*y*, which is a contradiction because {α*} ίe/ is a minimal basis for φ^igr^jR). Now the theorem can be proved by the same method as in the proof of corollary to Theorem 2. Note that the (k Π g % )-natural topology of fc [[^] ]ΐe/ and the m-natural topology are equivalent since the (kf]q n )-topology and the natural topology of (k, m) are equivalent. When R is compact, the compactness or the finiteness of k follows from Lemma 3 and Theorem 7, both of [11] , (2) is a noetherian filtration of the local ring kJD due to the remark following Definition 1. The completeness or the compactness of kJD with respect to the noetherian filtration can be proved by applying Theorem 1 and the fact that k ω is a Hausdorff metric space for the m-natural topology (cf. [3, p. 40, p. 48] ). COROLLARY 
THEOREM 3. Let (R, M) be a complete (resp. compact) local ring with respect to a noetherian filtration {q n } such that ft = M. Then (1) R, as a topological ring, is a homomorphic image of a power series ring k[[Xi]] ieI in a finite or countably infinite number of indeterminates over a complete (resp. compact) local ring (k, m) for the natural topology; where k is either R/M (resp. the finite field R/M) or a v-ring whose residue field is RIM according as R is equicharacteristic or not, and the power series ring is equipped with the mnatural topology. (2) Conversely, if D is any closed ideal of such

A strictly linearly compact local ring (R, M), with respect to a filtration {q n }ne No such that q x -M, is a homomorphic image of a formal power series ring in a finite or a countably infinite number of indeterminates over a strictly linearly compact subring k of R which is either field or a v-ring.
Proof. Evidently {q n } is a noetherian filtration because R/q n is an artinian ring for each n; hence the corollary follows immediately from Theorem 3 (cf. [4, p. 110, excer. 19, excer. 22, (6) 
]).
The above corollary is identical with Theorem 1 of [1] relative to our particular linear topology. Proof. Assume that I-{1,2, •••,:/}, and let u be the homomorphism of k ά onto R stated in (1) of Theorem 3; where k is either a field or a v-ring with the maximal ideal m. Then evidently kj is a complete noetherian local ring for the natural topology. According to [4, p. 41, Proposition 12] , M is generated by S; hence it is the image of the maximal ideal of kj under the A -homomorphism u. Consequently, u is continuous for the natural topology of kj and that of R, and R -u(kj) is a noetherian local ring which is complete for the natural topology. It follows that the (q n )-topology and the natural topology of R are equivalent by [12, p. 270, Th. 13] .
The next theorem is similar to [5, p. 88, Th. 15] . Proof. Let us put p = a t if p e S. Assume that / is finite. Then R is a complete noetherian local ring for the natural topology, and M is generated by S due to Corollary 2 to Theorem 3. Moreover, S is a minimal basis for M and R is regular, because the elements of S are analytically independent (cf. [9, p. 72, Th. 4] ). If R is unequicharacteristic and peS, then p&M 2 by [9, p. 69, Proposition 6] ; thus R is an unramified complete regular noetherian local ring. Now the theorem is well known by [5, p. 88, Th. 15] ). Note that the (O)-natural topology (resp. the m-natural topology) of the power series ring, which is a local ring, is equivalent to its natural topology due to a remark in § 1. Next, we assume that I -N. We shall prove that the fc-homomorphism u of k ω to R considered in (1) is an unramified complete regular noetherian local ring for the natural topology which has k as a coefficient ring. By Theorem 15 of [5] , each u t is bijective and so is v!\ k'->R' = U ieN R {i) . Let k ω be equipped with the m-natural topology and {B r } the basis of neighborhoods of 0 which induces the topology, where B r is defined by(*) in § 1. Regarding R r and k r as subspaces of R and k ω respectively, we assert that vl is a homeomorphism. (ί) and uγ ι (aj) = #;_! e Λi Π B n for all j" such that i ^ j > n.
It follows that u'~ι {R r Γl <?ί) gί 'Π B n , Since ^'-^JB' Π g t ) = U ieNQ uτ ι {R {i) Π g έ ) = U^uj 1 {R {i) Π ?ί). Thus u f~ι is continuous; therefore u' is a homeomorphism. Moreover, J2' = u'Qc') is dense in R, for fe' is dense in k ω and ^ is a surjective continuous homomorphism by Proposition 2. We can conclude that u is an isomorphism from [3, p. 41, Proposition 5]; therefore R is a unique factorization domain by ]7]. (2) We also prove only for the case that I -N and k is a ^ -ring. The first half of the statement is evident from (2) )y is a nonunit of k j9 and so is / (ί) in k ω . Thus the elements of E are analytically independent in k ω . This completes the proof of the theorem.
